
6 most astonishing tips for writing an outstanding research paper 
 
Research papers hold a significant percentage in your final grade. As a student, it will be your 
worst nightmare if you did not get this one particular thing right. 
 
Mainly it is because like most of the students you might have not written more than a few pages, 
so thoughts of writing a thoroughly researched lengthy paper will be haunting you for sure. 
 
It is understandable as writing a long paper is not everyone’s cup of tea. 
 
A few people can easily write an A grade worthy paper, but for few, even writing a research 
paper is like a mountain to climb. 
 
Don’t you want the shiny stars of grade A on your shoulders by writing an outstanding and 
well-researched research paper? Yes? 
 
Read the article below and learn astonishing tips to write an exceptional research paper. 
 
1- Double check given instructions 
  
Before you even begin and start writing even a word, carefully read all the given instructions of 
your professor. 
  
Read again and again unless and until it is confirmed that you thoroughly understand what your 
professor is demanding. 
  
Either you are researching, analyzing, evaluating, or writing, always work under the umbrella of 
your professor’s instruction. 
  
2- Start Planning Early 
  
The minute you receive your assignment, start planning, how are you going to do it. What will be 
your topic, how will you gather your data, and how are you going to research, analyze, and 
evaluate your data. 
  
Moreover, for this stage, point out the essential elements required for the research, purpose, 
and objective of your research. 
  
3-  Begin A Thorough Research 
  
Remember! Your research is “everything” in your research paper. If you play your part poor 
here, you are literally doomed. 
  



Make sure you thoroughly research your given/selected topic. Always choose scholarly articles 
from the period of the last five years. 
  
By following the format, cite the work of other authors in the particular field of research. 
Remember! The more you will cite the work of authors, the better your research paper will be. 
  
4- Never delay the process of writing 
  
It is logical that research in research papers takes time, but do not spend to much time over it. 
  
Most of the students spend months doing that, and they end up having a very short time for 
writing down everything they have worked on. 
  
Make sure you initiate the process of writing along with your research, if you end up having 
extra or irrelevant information, it can be removed in the stage of editing. 
  
5- Be original 
  
Citing other authors arguments and research is the sign of well-researched paper, but 
remember! If you simply copy paste the content of others, it will cast a bad impression. 
  
Be original while writing and explain what you have understood according to your perception. 
  
6- Proofread and edit carefully 
Once you have done writing your research paper, do not ever hand it over without editing and 
proofreading. 
Look for grammatical, sentence structure, punctuation errors, and typos. They are not 
acceptable for your professor at all costs. 
Remove all the unnecessary details and all the irrelevant information. Add what you think is 
more appropriate. In short, do everything in your power to make your research paper error-free. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Writing a research paper becomes fun if it done with correct strategies. 
Just follow the steps mentioned above and ta-da! Enjoy submitting an outstanding research 
paper of your dreams. 
 
Have I missed anything? Do you think there are more ways to write an outstanding research 
paper? Feel free to mention in the comment section below and let everyone know. We’ll love to 
know from you. 
 


